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About Nxtwave:

NxtWave is founded by Rahul Attuluri (Ex-Amazon, IIIT Hyderabad), Sashank Reddy (IIT

Bombay), and Anupam Pedarla (IIT Kharagpur). In February 2023, NxtWave raised �275

crore led by Greater Pacific Capital, a leading international private equity firm . The startup

is also backed by Orios Ventures, Better Capital, and marquee angels, including founders of

some of India’s unicorns.

NxtWave is one of India’s fastest-growing Ed-Tech startups , revolutionizing the 21st-century

job market by transforming youth into highly skilled tech professionals irrespective of their

educational background with its CCBP 4.0 programs.

As an official partner for NSDC under the Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,

Government of India, and recognized by NASSCOM, Ministry of Commerce and Industry,

Government of India, and Startup India, NxtWave has earned a reputation for excellence. The

startup has received accolades such as ‘The Greatest Brand in Education’ in a research-

based listing by URS Media, a leading international media house. NxtWave has also been

honored with the Startup Spotlight Award 2023 by T-Hub on its 8th Foundation Day.

Recently, NxtWave’s founders, Anupam Pedarla and Sashank Gujjula, were honored in the

2024 Forbes India 30 Under 30 for their exceptional contribution to transforming the tech

education landscape in India.

The edtech brand eliminates the entry barrier to learning tech skills by offering vernacular
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content and interactive learning. Learning in one’s mother tongue helps achieve higher

comprehension, deeper attention, longer retention, and greater outcomes.

Presently, NxtWave has paid subscribers from 647+ districts across India. In just 2.5 years,

CCBP 4.0 learners have been hired by 1700+ companies , including Google, Amazon, Nvidia,

Goldman Sachs, Oracle, Deloitte, and more.

Know more about NxtWave: https://www.ccbp.in

Our LinkedIn page: Link

Next wave of opportunities with 1700+ companies - Link

33M funding news - Link

Youtube Channel - Link

Impact Stores on LinkedIn - Link

Read more about us in the news - Economic Times | CNBC | Yourstory | VCCircle

Job description

Qualities we'd love to find in you

Need to be outcome oriented and produce deliverables satisfying with the objective given

Achieving the desired outcome holds the the highest priority, need to act proactively to

achieve it

The attitude to always strive for the best outputs and an enthusiasm to craft engaging videos for

users.

Self-disciplined, self-motivated, flexible, approachable, attentive to detail, and able to

manage multiple tasks in a fast-moving work environment.

Strong collaboration abilities and a flexible & friendly approach to working with teams.

Creative ideas with a problem-solving mindset.

Should be open to take feedback objectively and reflect them in the next versions.

Job Responsibilities

Manage and oversee all technical aspects of video editing for ads & internal assets.

Prepare rough drafts and present ideas

Develop illustrations, logos and other designs using software or by hand



Brainstorm and come up with video content ideas with the creative/brand team.

Ability to work both independently and as part of a team.

Staying up to date with upskilling yourself

Continuously strive to optimize the resources to achieve best quality work.

Qualifications and Skills

Must have a professional reel or samples of previous work to apply.

1 year of professional video editing experience in corporate Video Editing.

Proven graphic designing experience

A strong portfolio of illustrations or other graphics

Familiarity with design software and technologies (such as InDesign, Illustrator,

Dreamweaver, Photoshop)

1 year of using Premiere Pro and After Effects with working knowledge of post-production

applications such as Audition and Photoshop.

Able to multitask and prioritize video projects based on content and deadlines.

Creative mind and storytelling skills.

Must demonstrate strong and fluent editorial techniques through proper timing, pacing,

organization, and asset management within a timeline.

Work Location - Hyderabad

Apply Now
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